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What Are Forest Carbon Markets/Programs/Projects? 

Carbon offset markets allow landowners to sell the carbon taken up by their 

forest to another entity to compensate for emissions made elsewhere. Forest 

carbon offset projects can include improved forest management practices, 

avoided deforestation, tree planting, and deferred harvests. 

Selling forest carbon can provide an additional source of revenue to a 

landowner and the long-term commitment keeps forests intact 

Types of forest carbon offset projects 



 What is Business-as-Usual (BAU) – loblolly pine plantation 
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Why Conduct Inventories 
Inventories help to determine the amount of a resource, 

plus in many cases the spatial distribution of that resource 

– Helps to specify what activities need to occur to meet 

a management objective 

– Economic value of a particular stand 

– Potential restrictions when harvesting 

– Landscape-level Resource Planning 

– Among others … 



 

 

 
  

 

What is an Inventory 
To me a valid inventory is anything you are willing to use 

when buying/selling timber or when developing 

management plans 

– Some of you are probably more willing to “put up” 

money on lower intensity inventories than others 

– Many foresters I talk with don’t do “traditional” square 

grid, one plot per acre, 10 BAF cruises 

– Level of acceptable risk will vary by forester - others 

can’t answer this question definitively for you 

– However, in some cases there are specified protocols 

and desired levels of precision that must be met 
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Why Conduct Inventories 
Inventories help to determine the amount of a resource, 
plus in many cases the spatial distribution of that 
resource 

– We want to know this information at the lowest cost and
using the least amount of time, given the information we
want or need to know

– Budgets….

– Depending on the value of the timber
– 100% tally may be conducted – NO SAMPLING
– Some type of sampling will be conducted

– Measuring a reduced portion of the population to infer about the
behavior of that population – HENCE SOME LEVEL OF RISK AND
UNCERTAINTY

Using “blow-up/expansion” factors 

Obviously, the portion of that stand that we directly   
measure and use to “blow-up” to the entire stand 
level is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 
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Why Conduct Inventories 
Some type of sampling will be conducted 

– Obviously, the greater the sample of a stand, on average, 
the better the inference should be to the entire stand 

– Measuring a small portion of a stand increases the possibility 
of measuring a below-than-average portion, or a greater-than-
average portion 

– Creating substantial error when “blowing-up” to the stand level 

– A greater sample size should increase the probability of 
obtaining a representative sample of the entire stand 

– Think about species compositions, slope, aspect, edge-effects, 
etc. 
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MULTIPLE-ENTRY VOLUME EQUATIONS 

Below are listed a variety of equation forms used to estimate volume/weight of various tree components: 

Constant form factor Y = 

Combined variable Y = 

Generalized combined variable Y = 

Logarithmic Y = 

Generalized logarithmic Y = 

Honer transformed variable Y = 

Form class Y = 

HD2
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Where: 

Y some measure of stem/tree content, 

D diameter at breast height, 

H some measure of tree height, 

F an expression of  
3210 ,,, bbbb

tree form, and 

are parameters to be estimated 



What is a Harvest Deferral Credit (HDC) 

In my previous experience (e.g. CCX), we would estimate dry weight using an 

equation (say as a function of DBH and total tree height), assume 50% of the 

dry weight was carbon. 

To get CO2 Equivalent, you would take the amount of carbon as estimated 

above and then multiply by: 

44/12 = 3.666667 

Where 44 is the atomic weight of CO2 (Oxygen (~16) + Oxygen (~16) + Carbon 

(~12) and ~12 is the atomic weight of carbon. 
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MULTIPLE-ENTRY CARBON/BIOMASS/VOLUME EQUATIONS 

Below are listed a variety of equation forms used to estimate volume/weight of various tree components: 

Constant form factor Y = b D2H1 

Combined variable Y = b + b D2H0 1 

Generalized combined variable Y = b + b D2 + b H + b D2H0 1 2 3 

Logarithmic Y = 
b2

3b1D H
b 

b 

b0 + b1D 
2

H
b3 

Generalized logarithmic Y = 

D2 

Honer transformed variable Y = 

b0 + b1H
−1 

Form class Y = b0 + b1D
2HF 

Where: 

Y some measure of stem/tree content, 

D diameter at breast height, 

H some measure of tree height, 

F an expression of tree form, and 

are parameters to be estimated b ,b ,b ,b0 1 2 3 

Source: Land Use, and Land-Use Change, and Forestry" in US National 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory, EPA 430-R-20_002, April 13, 2020 





Remote Sensing 



 

 

 
 

 

What is Double-Sampling 
Double-sampling involves estimating the 

relationship between two correlated variables 
– Some predictable/systematic relationship must exist 

between the two variables 

– One variable (supplementary) is more easily/less time 

consuming/less expensive to measure relative to the other 

variable (principal) 

– If two variables are correlated, then knowing the value of the 

one variable, you “know” something about the value of the 

other variable 

– Measuring the less costly variable can provide some idea of the value 

of the more costly variable 





Double-Sampling Within a Forest 
Inventory 
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Ratio 

Between “boots-on-ground” 
plot estimate 

And the satellite estimate for 

those same plots 

You then estimate the non-

sampled area using the 

satellite, and “correct” them 

using the ratio from above 



On 

A FIA 

e FIA plot is established for nearly every 6,000 acres

- Within, Minnesota it is nearly every 3,000 acres

- Double-intensity

plot can consist of several condition classes

- Subplots can differ or subplots can be split

- Even-aged aspen and red pine plantation

Forest Inventory and Analysis 
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Subplot 24-ft radius 

Azimuth 1-2 = 360 degrees 
Azimuth 1-3 = 120 degrees 
Azimuth 1-4 = 240 degrees 

Macroplot 58.9-ft radius 

Currently, all plots are measured 

over a 5-year period (a cycle) 

- Basically 1/5th of all plots are 

measured annually (a panel) 

Microplot 6.8-ft-radius center is 12 feet horizontal at 
90 degrees azimuth from subplot center 



Explain ncx briefly

Azi
Azi

Macroplot 58.9-ft radius NCX 
Aboveground carbon of live trees 1 

2 

3 

4 

Subplot 24-ft radius 

Azimuth 1-2 = 360 degrees 
muth 1-3 = 120 degrees 
muth 1-4 = 240 degrees 

Microplot 6.8-ft-radius center is 12 feet horizontal at 
90 degrees azimuth from subplot center 



THANK YOU 
Curtis VanderSchaaf 

Central Mississippi Research & Extension Center 

(601) 857-2284 

clv127@msstate.edu 
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Species contain different amounts of carbon 

Depends on: 

● Tree size 

● Specific gravity 

● Bark ratio 



 

 

What is a Harvest Deferral Credit (HDC) 

To me, a HDC within this market is a calculated measure of carbon, I believe 

carbon is carbon – whether loblolly or Douglas-fir, a HDC is a HDC. 

Now, per acre, the amount of HDC likely depends on site quality, stand density, 

age, species composition, previous silvicultural activities – “traditional growth 

and yield” 



                    Species Specific Gravity Weight per ft3 

https://www.engineersedge.com/civil_engineering/specific_gravity_and_weight_of 

_wood__15394.htm?fbclid=IwAR19urFq_ASMWAQOINAQnGYYbktLJZyK0O1i-

ySaG6xxTrY-MQjV3gXDKpE 

https://www.engineersedge.com/civil_engineering/specific_gravity_and_weight_of


Aboveground carbon of live trees NCX 
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